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Heads: Connected

The start of the journey

 

It’s a dangerous business, going out 

of your door… you step onto the road, 

and if you don’t keep your feet, there 

is no knowing where you might be 

swept off to. This wonderful line from 

Tolkien appears on our virtual events 

website. It is a lovely reminder that 

there is nothing quite like the start of 

a journey. The longer the journey, the 

more daunting the prospect - but the 

more exciting the possibilities.

It was impossible not to think of this 

over the course of the last week, when 

we have been doing all we can - in 

these necessarily restricted times - to 

welcome families facing the start of 

one of the most daunting but exciting 

journeys of all - the journey through 

secondary school life.

Read more

Before and After School Care - Sail Away - Lower VI Biology Trip 
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CAD Lesson at Juniors

In Art and Design this week, Lower I have 
been using Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 
to create our own projects. 

Using the TinkerCad app on 
Chromebooks, we have been designing 
our own keyring. My keyring had two 
faces, one happy and one sad.  
 
I made a little seat that little toys can 
sit on and it was designed to hang on a 
Christmas tree.  

When we learnt to use the software some 
things were easy and some things were 
hard but the tutorials were really useful. 
We would like to use it for 3-D printing 
and make a big project.
Neve & Amy, LI

Chess Tournament

Many congratulations to all participating 
students on the wonderful achievement in 
last week's final online chess competition 
for Girls Secondary Schools.

The Abbey team finished as runners-up 
out of the 36 schools which entered. 

Students have improved in every 
competition this academic year and 
there is much excitement as what can be 
achieved in 2021/22.

Well done to all who took part and have 
embraced the challenge of chess during 
this academic year. 
Mr Hills

Essay Writing Competition

We are delighted to announce that six of 
our Lower VI Economics students have 
been shortlisted in the NHS 2021 Essay 
Writing Competition. In total there were 
over 6,000 entrants from around the 
world. 

We now await the final results where the 
students can win prizes of £1,000, £500 
and £250.
 
Essays were subject-based and students 
of English, History, Law, Philosophy and 
Psychology each had a different question 
to tackle.
 
The question for Economics was:  

"How relevant is economics during 
a pandemic and in what way might 
economists make things better?"   

The Abbey encourages all students to 
be involved in the various essay writing 
competitions that are available as it is 
a great way to enhance their subject 
understanding and polish their essay 
writing skills. 
Mr Bennett
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In Before and After School Care we have 

been enjoying a variety of fun activities 

such as water play, team games, outdoor 

play and lots of fun summery crafts. 

We also had so much fun at our after school 

care Sports Day on Tuesday. We cheered on 

our teams through the different obstacles 

and showed great team spirit with lots of 

smiles and laughter.

 

Our next event is our end of year summer 

party for all Junior school pupils on 7 July 

2021. To come along please book your place 

by emailing juniorschool@theabbey.co.uk.

Mrs Lovett

Before and After School Care

Sail Away

Pippa in Upper II enjoys all sports in 

School, but at weekends her main passion 

is fast becoming sailing; and sailing pretty 

fast too.

She is a member of Reading & Burghfield 

Sailing Club having started in Toppers 

with her brother a couple of years ago. 

This year she’s moved up to sail single-

handed dinghies called Optimists and is 

starting to really enjoy racing. 

In May, competing in the regatta fleet, 

for the younger sailors learning the rules 

of racing, she was presented with the 

championship Sportsmanship Award, but 

she is setting her sights higher already. 

Having come well into the top half of 

the field, placing 16th, at the Bosham 

Regatta, this weekend Pippa is travelling 

with her boat (which she is yet to name) 

to Poole for the South West Regional 

Championships and is excited to be 

working up to the British National 

Championships in Weymouth over the 

summer holidays. This is where the 2012 

Olympic sailing course was, and maybe 

Pippa was too young to be watching then, 

but she has a sailing role model who has 

won gold National medals and sold her 

boat to Pippa.

We love hearing about the sports our 

students take part in away from School, 

and we wish Pippa all the best in her 

upcoming competitions and in enjoying 

her sailing.

Mrs Orr

The final Elevate parent webinar for this 

academic year is coming up on Tuesday 

6 July and is on Technology and Focus. 

 

The webinar tackles one of our most 

asked for questions: “how do I get my 

child to stop using their phone while 

they’re studying?”

Elevate presenters will be discussing:

· Technology addiction and how to 

  reduce technology dependence 

· Practical strategies and apps to 

  minimise procrastination  

· How to help students use technology 

  productively to enhance their learning

Registration for parents is free - details 

are below: 

Technology and Focus: 

Tuesday 6 July

6 – 7pm

 

Register at: https://get.elevatecoaching.

info/uk/register 

The webinar will be suitable for all year 

groups and all parents who register will 

be sent the recording and resources. 

So if you are unable to join live, you can 

still catch up on the webinar at a later 

date.

Elevate Webinar

juniorschool@theabbey.co.uk
https://get.elevatecoaching.info/uk/register
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Alumna of the Week: Lucy Sutcliffe (2012)

Lucy Sutcliffe (2012) left The Abbey to 

study Civil Engineering at University of 

Cambridge, and is currently working as 

a Structural Engineer at Arup.  We asked 

Lucy to answer six questions to celebrate 

Women in Engineering Day 2021.

Why did you choose Engineering as a 

career?

I thought that the reason I chose 

engineering was because I enjoyed 

maths a lot at school and wanted a 

career that applied it, but on reflection 

I think that I was more drawn to the 

subject because it suited my pragmatic 

and logical approach when resolving life 

problems.  

 

How did The Abbey prepare you for this 

career choice?

Really well! I remember doing a lot 

of mechanics modules in Maths and 

Physics which got my brain working in 

the right way to tackle the technical 

challenges I'm faced with these days. 

The physics department was also very 

accommodating when I wanted to 

organise a trip for my A Level class to 

Thorpe Park to 'study' the rollercoasters.

 

What was your first job?  

During university I had a very glam 

summer placement in Reading where 

I walked around town inspecting walls 

and lampposts. When not trying to avoid 

cars on the IDR, I also had the chance 

to do some fatigue calculations for a 

steel bridge which goes over the railway 

at Slough, which I now get to enjoy 

at speed whenever getting the train 

between London and Reading. 

What inspires and or motivates you at 

work?

For me, it is having a very big, very 

impressive finished product. I recently 

had my first building completed on site in 

Canary Wharf and I have taken everyone 

I know to see it. Seeing a building 

realised feels to me to be the ultimate 

job satisfaction.

 

What has been the most challenging 

professional moment?

This isn't just a personal one, and more 

for the industry as a whole, but it is 

definitely the impact that the Grenfelll 

tragedy has had on how we approach 

our design work and collaborate with 

others. If someone doesn't pay enough 

attention to detail in their job, or tries 

to cut corners then there can be terrible 

consequences. We have a duty as 

designers to avoid these at all costs.

 

One piece of advice for students or 

alumnae about getting into your 

profession?

Engineering is very accessible because it 

contributes to almost everything that we 

do day-to-day. For building engineering, 

a good place to start is to research more 

about what you see around you, e.g. 

interesting buildings, bridges or transport 

networks, and then you end up in a rabbit 

hole of engineering firms, architects and 

projects which can help inform you about 

the opportunities out there and where 

your career could take you. 

This week the Lower Prep children gave an 

amazing performance of Gaynor Boddy & 

Rebecca Kincaid's musical show, Hats Off!  

 

They acted, danced and sang to tell the story 

of Apples the Pony, who had found a hat 

down on Great Oak Farm. 

Experiencing all of the seasons of the year, 

the pony met farmyard friends to help her to 

figure out that the hat was indeed a sun hat. 

The children delighted in presenting what 

they had experienced on their trip to a real 

farm - Bucklebury Farm Park, on Friday 11 

June and used this in their characterisations.

Mrs Yeo

Lower Prep Adventures

International Women in Engineering Day 
(INWED) is an international awareness 
campaign which aims to raise the profile 
of women in the engineering sector. 

INWED challenges the gender stereotypes 
associated with this supposedly male 
dominated profession and promotes 
engineering as a rewarding job for women 
as well as men.
 
To celebrate the day, we had a live 
webinar for The Abbey in collaboration 
with Badminton from the MOD and their 
Nuclear Submarine Delivery Agency 
where an Abbey alumna Elise Taylor 
(2019) is working and studying on her 
Degree Apprenticeship. Although live 
streamed we also recorded it for girls 
who had lessons and could not attend in 
person.

Another Abbey alumna Ellie Smith who 
is a Design Engineer for Network Rail 
was one of the speakers on the Network 
Rail webinar encouraging girls into 
engineering.  She recalled Engineering 
Day in UIV as one of the things that put 
the initial idea into her head.

To celebrate INWED 2021, FemLegal 
interviewed a number of engineering 
students, including Abbey alumna 
Ellie Winterburn (2019) now studying 
Engineering at the University of 
Southampton.  She again pointed 
out enjoying Engineering Day in UIV 
and being encouraged by school that 
Engineering was an excellent career for a 
woman.

The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 
who The Abbey have a close relationship 
with also put on a day long online event 
Engineering Your Future in partnership 
with Diamond Light Source - a virtual 
event to help students if they choose 
to progress with work or study in 
engineering.   The day included a tour 
of Diamond Light Source, a virtual 
careers fair and the day concluded with a 
workshop about Stress and Strain. 

Recordings for all events are available so 
anyone can catch up on what they missed 
afterwards.  All events were aimed at 
Years 10 - 13.
Mrs Robinson

International Women in Engineering Day

Ellie Smith (2017)



Connect with us: @theabbeyschoolberkshire theabbeyschoolreading @theabbeyschool
The Abbey School  
(Reading) Alumnae

Lower VI Biology Trip

On Tuesday, the A Level Biologists set out into 

Amersham Field Centre to become ecologists 

for the day. 

We started off the morning gathered around 

the benches in the outdoor classroom, 

discussing our main aim of the day: how 

were we going to investigate the diversity 

of ground flora in two deciduous woodland 

ecosystems? 

At first, this question seemed somewhat 

intimidating, although after working together 

to recall some sampling techniques, from 

random to stratified methods, and abiotic 

and biotic factors to potentially investigate, 

all that was left to do was to go out and 

collect our data. 

However, before doing so, we carried out 

a quick investigation to estimate the 

population of a mobile species, where we had 

the task of finding and collecting woodlice 

within a measured area of the woodland. 

In our small groups we lifted damp logs and 

dug beneath the surface of the soil in search 

of their dark brown exoskeletons, exclaiming 

(ever so slightly overdramatically) each time 

they were spotted.

In true Abbey spirit, we did so competitively, 

determined to find more woodlice than each 

other, and undoubtedly making the task even 

more fun. 

We then counted and marked them before 

releasing them back to where they were 

found, ready to be counted again at the end 

of the day. 

Our random sampling skills were put to test 

as we moved from place to place with the 

quadrat, plant index and ruler in hand. After 

using a number sheet to randomly select 

our coordinates, we would place the quadrat 

in the area and identify the different plant 

species, their abundance. The soil depth, 

light intensity and air temperature in that 

area were three examples of the few other 

pieces of data we measured and collected, 

contributing to a range of data which we 

could then draw conclusions from. 

We repeated this process at ten different 

coordinates in both woodlands. We not only 

learned how to collect data using apparatus 

which some of us haven’t used before, but 

we also reinforced our knowledge which we 

had been taught in lessons by applying it 

into a real-life investigation and drawing 

conclusions by comparing our results 

between woodlands. 

By doing this, we also were more aware of 

the limitations with our methods of data 

collection in general, and what made some of 

our results differ from other groups. 

By collaboratively listening to each other, 

and working together, we were all able to 

learn new things that day, whether it was 

about how to calculate a diversity score for a 

community using the Simpson’s index, or that 

a sorrel plant would be great in a salad.

Smruti, Lower VI

Be Inspired by Marley Dias (2005-present day) 

Marley Dias - American activist and writer. She launched a campaign called 

#1000BlackGirlBooks in November 2015, when she was in elementary school. The 

campaign was a massive success, and she's since been honored on the Forbes 30 Under 

30 list. In January 2018, she published a book to inspire other potential activists titled 

"Marley Dias Gets It Done: And So Can You!"


